INSTRUCTIONS

TOOTHLESS PAPER PLANE

1. Cut out rectangle along outer solid line and crease center line and unfold. Mountain fold corners back.

2. Mountain fold along diagonal lines on wings, then mountain fold front.

3. Flip over plane and valley fold the nose.

4. Valley fold tip of plane back. Cut the solid lines along the tail.

5. Fold center and wings.

6. Fold tail open on both sides.

TOOTHLESS is complete! Learn flight tips from Hiccup to Start flying!

HICCUP’S FLIGHT SCHOOL

1. Adjusting the Wings:

   Angle the wings upward slightly and the tail flaps downward. This upward wing angle adds stability to the flight. Try adjusting the angle if necessary.

2. How to Throw:

   Grip the plane at the near the front of the body. Hold level and throw at a smooth medium speed forward.

3. Flight Tips:

   • Curve the rear edge of the tail wings up slightly to increase the lift.
   • Be sure the body of the tail is straight. Adjust this to prevent turning.
GETTING STARTED

• Cut solid lines and fold dotted lines.
• Fold all pieces upward or downward along score lines.

INSTRUCTIONS

MEATLUG PAPER PLANE

1 Cut out rectangle along outer solid line and crease center line and unfold. Mountain fold corners back.

2 Mountain fold along horizontal line and fold corners in again.

3 Mountain fold the nose, and valley fold the plane in half.

4 Open the plane to Mountain fold one wing, then match the fold on the other side.

5 Fold wing fins downward.

Meatlug is complete!
Learn flight tips from Hiccup to Start flying!

HICCUP’S FLIGHT SCHOOL

1 Adjusting the Wings:

Angle the wings upward slightly and the wing fins downward. The fins can help stabilize or turn in flight. Try adjusting the angle for the desired behavior.

2 How to Throw:

Grip the plane by the body. Hold level or upward and throw. Throw harder upward to complete loops and turns.

3 Flight Tips:

• Curve the rear edge of the wings up and throw hard at an upward angle to perform a loop.
• Experiment folding wing edges and fin edges left and right to perform turns and spins.
**GETTING STARTED**
- Cut solid lines and fold dotted lines.
- Fold all pieces upward or downward along score lines.

**HOOKFANG PAPER PLANE**

1. Cut out rectangle along outer solid line and crease center line and unfold. Mountain fold corners back.

2. Mountain fold corners again.

3. Valley fold in half. Then fold wings along dotted lines.

4. Fold both sides out to form the body.

5. Peek inside front center of body and fold out these dotted lines for the head. Keep head flaps perpendicular to the body.

6. Cut solid lines near tail on both wings. Then fold wings perpendicular to body, and wingtips up.

**HICCUP’S FLIGHT SCHOOL**

1. Adjusting the Wings:
   - Angle the wings upward slightly and the wing fins up. Bend the rear wing flaps up slightly along the dotted lines.

2. How to Throw:
   - Grip the plane by the body just in front of the wings. Hold the plane at an incline and throw straight and slightly fast.

3. Flight Tips:
   - Be sure the wings and wing flaps are symmetrical to correct unexpected turning or spinning.
   - Hookfang’s flight is quick like a dart. It can be used to knock other dragons out of flight!
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